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We consider a family of generalized matching problems called k-feasible matching (k-FM) pro- 
blems, where k~ {1, 2, 3 .... } U {co}. We show each k-FM problem to be NP-complete ven for 
very restricted cases. We develop a dynamic programming algorithm that solves in polynomial 
time the k-FM problem for graphs with width bounded by 2k. We also show that for any subset 
S of { 1, 2 .... } (.J {oo}, there is a set D of problem instances such that for k in S the k-FM problem 
is NP-complete on D, while for k not in S the k-FM problem is polynomially solvable on D. 
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1. Introduction 
A matching M in an undirected graph G =- (V, E) is a subset of edges in E such 
that no two edges in M are incident upon the same vertex. Given a graph G, the 
well-known matching problem is to find a matching in G that has as many edges 
as possible. Efficient algorithms to solve this problem are known in the literature 
[2, 7, 111. 
In this paper we consider a generalization of the matching problem. Let N- denote 
the set { 1, 2 .... } LI { oo }. A mixed graph G = (V, E, A) consists of a set of vertices V, 
a set of (undirected) edges E, and a set of (directed) arcs A. Define GE as the un- 
directed graph (V, E) and G A as  the directed graph (V,A).  We will consider only 
graphs G for which G A is acyclic. Thus, one may think of a mixed graph G as an 
undirected graph GE with a partial ordering ' - * '  on V, where the partial 
ordering ~ is induced by G A so  that for all u, o in V, u ~ o iff there is a directed 
path in G A from u to o. A matching M in G is defined to be a matching in GE. A 
(mixed) path in G from u to o is a sequence of vertices (u = Ul .... .  ur = o) such that 
(i) Ul .... ,u r are all distinct except possibly that ul =Ur and (ii) for 1 <_i<r, either 
(ui, Ui+l) is an edge in E or (u i, ui+ l) is an arc in A. Let Mbe a matching in G and 
let k be an element of {0} U g r. A (M, k)-path in G is defined to be a (mixed) path 
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in G that contains at least one arc in A, at most k edges in M and no edges in E -  M. 
Note that a (M, 0)-path in G is just a directed path in G A . Now, a matching M is 
k-feasible iff (i) there are no two vertices u and v such that there is a (M, k)-path 
from u to o and a (M, k)-path from o to u, and (ii) there is no vertex u for which 
there is a (M, k)-path from u to itself. 
Note that one may as well define the notation of a k-feasible matching in terms 
of binary relations as follows. Let G=(V,E)  be an undirected graph, and > be a 
partial ordering on V. For any matching M in G and any k in N, define a binary 
relation 2> as: For u, v in V, let u kM> V iff one of the two following holds: 
(i) u>v.  
(ii) There exist q (1 _< q_< k) edges (ui, oi), 1 <_ i<_ q in M such that u >_ ul, t)q >_ o 
and o i>u i+ 1 for all i, 1--<i<q; if q= 1, it is required that u>u~ or o1>o. 
Informally, condition (ii) means that the relationship between u and o is establish- 
ed through the 'marriage' of q 'couples' in M-  the two endpoints of an edge in M 
are called a couple. Then one may define a matching M to be k-feasible iff the 
binary relation kM> is antisymmetric and irreflexive. (A relation R is antisymmetric 
if (a, b) e R ~ (b, a) ~ R, and irreflexive if (a, a) ~ R for all a.) It is not hard to see 
that this definition of k-feasible matching is essentially the same as the one given 
in the last paragraph. 
For each k in {0} U N, define the k-feasible matching problem as: 
k-FEASIBLE MATCHING (k-FM) 
Instance. A mixed graph G = (V, E, A), a positive integer q. 
Question. Does G have a k-feasible matching that contains q or more edges? 
Note that 0-FM, when put as an optimization problem, is just the ordinary mat- 
ching problem. 
As an example of the k-FM problem, consider the well-known marriage problem: 
Given a compatibility relation R c_ Ux W between a set U of men and a set W of 
women, find the maximum number of marriages uch that each couple is compati- 
ble. Now, suppose person u and u's son are both in U, and also person w and w's 
daughter are both in W (it may happen because of divorces or death of spouses). 
Then a matching that contains both (u, w's daughter) and (u's son, w) is apparently 
unacceptable to many people, as otherwise u will become w's son-in-law and, at the 
same time, father-in-law. Thus, the marriage problem may be more suitably stated 
as a 1-FM problem in which there is an arc (u, o) from u to v, u, oe UU Wi f f  u 
is a parent of o. A more conservative person may like to state the marriage problem 
as a k-FM for a relatively large k. 
A more concrete xample of the k-FM problem is the scheduling of precedence- 
constrained unit-execution-time jobs on a two processor system to minimize the 
completion time [15]. Let J be a set of n jobs to be executed, on two processors, 
with all jobs requiring the same amount of time (say, 1). Suppose that there is a 
directed acyclic graph P = (J, A) such that if (x, y)  e A, then job x must be executed 
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before job y. A schedule for the n jobs is feasible if it does not violate the constraints 
as specified by P. The two-processor unit-execution-time scheduling problem is: 
Given P= (J, A), find a feasible schedule with minimum completion time; that is, 
a function S mapping from J to { 1, 2 .... , t } such that 
(i) for all i<_t, there are at most two jobs with the same S-value; 
(ii) if (x ,y )cA ,  then S(x)<S(y); 
(iii) t is as small as possible. 
This problem is essentially a problem of finding a maximum co-feasible matching 
in G = (J, E, A), where E is a set of edges such that (J, E) forms a complete graph, 
and (J, A) is just the given precedence constraint P. I f  fact, if M is a maximum oo- 
feasible matching in G, then by letting S(x)=S(y) iff (x,y)eM, and letting 
S(x) < S(y) if there is a mixed path from x to y, one may easily obtain a feasible 
schedule with completion time t=  I J ] -  IM[. 
Yoshimura and Kuh [17] applied the co-feasible matching problem and came up 
with an efficient algorithm for channel routing - a major problem in the layout 
design of LSI /VLSI  chips. In a simple form the channel routing problem can be 
stated as follows: We have a set W of wire segments to lay out on tracks. There is 
a directed acyclic graph GA=(W,A ) such that if (x ,y )cA ,  then the two wires x 
and y must be assigned to different racks with x 's  track above y's track. There is 
also an undirected graph GE = (W, E) such that if (x, y) ¢ E, then x and y cannot be 
laid out on the same track. (If (x, y) ~ E and (x, y) ,  (y, x)  ¢ A, then x and y can be 
on the same track.) Given G=(W, E,A), the channel routing problem is to assign 
wire segments to tracks such that the number of tracks needed is minimized. This 
problem is known to be NP-complete [10]. Yoshimura and Kuh [17] reported a good 
heuristic, the basic concept behind which is as follows. If M is a maximum co- 
feasible matching M in G, then for each (x, y) e M we may assign x and y both to 
the same track. Since x and y are to be on the same track whenever (x, y) ~ M, we 
may modify the constraint graph G by merging x and y (for all (x,y) ~ M) into a 
single vertex. Now each vertex in G represents either one or two wires. By repeatedly 
finding a maximum co-feasible matching M in G and updating G by merging x and 
y for every (x,y)~ M, one will eventually arrive at a graph in which no co-feasible 
matching exists. Every vertex in the final graph represents a set of wires that are to 
be assigned to a track. The number of tracks needed is thus the number of vertices 
in the final graph. 
In each stage of the above heuristic, Yoshimura and Kuh, in fact, propose to con- 
sider only a subgraph G'  = (W', W', A ') of G for which (W', E ' )  is a bipartite graph 
(probably for ease of programming). Besides, they do not actually find maximum 
oo-feasible matchings, but instead they use a heuristic to obtain suboptimal co- 
feasible matchings. A natural question then arises: Is the oo-feasible matching pro- 
blem NP-hard? 
In this paper, we study the computational complexity of all k-FM problems, 
k ~ N. In Section 3 we study the complexity of each individual k-FM. For k ~ F/-, k- 
FM is shown to be NP-complete ven if the degree of GE, the degree of G A or the 
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height of GA is restricted to small values. In Section 4 we develop a dynamic pro- 
gramming algorithm that solves in polynomial time the k-FM problem for graphs 
G with width of GA no greater than 2k. In Section 5, we study the complexity 
structure of {k-FM: ke.N} as a family. Specifically, we show that for any subset 
S of N-, there is a set D of problem instances uch that for k in S, k-FM is NP- 
complete on D, while for k in N--S,  k-FM is polynomially solvable on D. (This 
result is more interesting when one notes that for k l<k2,  any yes-instance of 
k2-FM is necessarily a yes-instance of k rFM.  ) This result is perhaps not very un- 
common to many (families of) NP-complete problems, but to the best of our 
knowledge, no similar results have ever been reported. 
Ramanan, et. al. [12] and Wei, et. al. [16] have done work related to that reported 
here. They have considered weighted matching problems on (weighted) bipartite 
graphs with separate partial orderings. For other interesting eneralizations of the 
(unweighted) matching problem, the reader is referred to [9] and [14]. 
2. Preliminary 
Let G = (II, E) be a (directed or undirected) graph. The degree of a vertex v in V 
is the number of (directed or undirected) edges in E that have o as an endpoint. The 
degree of G is the maximum degree of a vertex in G. 
Let G = (II, E, A) be a mixed graph. Let--, be the partial ordering on V such that 
for u, o in Is, u ~ o iff there is a directed path in G A from u to o. A vertex u is an 
ancestor of a vertex o (and v is a descendant of u) w.r.t. GA iff u ~ ~. A subset W 
of V is a chain iff every pair of vertices in W are joined by a directed path in GA. 
That is, W is a chain i f f~ ,  restricted to W, is a linear ordering. 
We call a graph G=(UU W,E) bipartite iff V(G)=UU I41, UO W=0, and all 
edges of G have one endpoint in U and the other endpoint in W. Let 
G = (UU IV, E, A) be a mixed graph such that (UU W, E) is a bipartite graph. GA 
is said to be separate (between U and W) iff there is no arc between U and W. 
Let G = (1I, E, A) be a mixed graph. Two edges (a, b) and (c, d) in E that share 
no vertex in V are said to be incompatible iff there is a directed path in GA from 
one endpoint of (a, b) to one endpoint of (c, d) and a directed path from the other 
endpoint of (c, d) to the other endpoint of (a, b). It is clear that a k-feasible mat- 
ching (k ~N') must contain no incompatible dges. The converse is true for k = 1. 
Let G=(V,E,A)  be a mixed graph and k be in N. An (M, 2k)-cycle in G is a 
(M, 2k)-path in G from a vertex u to itself. (In particular, if (u, v )~M and 
(o, u) cA ,  then the path (u, o, u), which consists of the edge (u, o) and the arc 
(o, u),  is a (M, 2k)-cycle for all k> 1.) The next lemma will be implicitly used in 
later sections in determining whether a matching is k-feasible. 
Lemma 1. Let G=(V,E,A) be a mixed graph and k be in N. A matching M in G 
is k-feasible iff there exists no (M, 2k)-cycle in G. 
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Proof.  It follows directly from definitions. [] 
It follows from Lemma 1 that for k 1, k2 ~ N, kl < k2, if a matching is k2-feasible, 
then M is also kl-feasible. The converse is in general not true; that is, a kl-feasible 
matching is not necessarily a k2-feasible matching. But in the special case as stated 
in the next lemma, a krfeasible matching is also k2-feasible. 
Lemma 2. Let G = (UU W, E, A) be a mixed graph. I f  GE = (UU W, E) is bipartite 
and U is a chain in G A , then for  every k in N, a matching M is k-feasible i f f  M is 
1 -feasible. 
Proof. Only the 'if' part needs a proof. Let k> 1. For contradiction, assume a mat- 
ching M is 1-feasible but not k-feasible. By Lemma l, G has a (M, 2k)-cycle, say 
C= (D  1 . . . . .  Or, Or+ 1 = O 1 ) .  Without loss of generality, we may assume that C con- 
tains more than one edge of M, and that o 1 is in Uand is an ancestor of all vertices 
in UN {v2 ..... vr}. Let i0 be the largest index i, 1 <_i<r such that (vi, Vi+I) is an 
edge in M. Let u denote the endpoint of (v/0, v/0 + 1) that is a vertex in U. It is ob- 
vious that the path from u to vr+ 1 on the cycle C is an (M, 2)-path. Also, since U 
is a chain, there exists a (M, 0)-path from Vl to u. From these two paths one may 
obtain a (M, 2)-cycle. This contradicts the assumption that M is 1-feasible. [] 
3. Basic complexity results of k-FM 
In this section, we show each k-FM to be NP-complete ven for very restricted 
cases. We shall occasionally use the following decision problem to establish the NP- 
completeness of our problems. 
INDEPENDENT SET 
Instance. Graph G = (V, E) with no isolated vertex, and positive integer q. (An 
isolated vertex is a vertex which is incident with no edge.) 
Question. Does G contain an independent set of size q or more, i.e., a subset Ic_ V 
such that ]I] _>q and such that no two vertices in I are joined by an edge in E? 
INDEPENDENT SET is known to be NP-complete ven for graphs with no 
vertex degree xceeding 3 [3], but is polynomially solvable for comparability graphs 
[5]. (A comparability graph is a graph G = (V, E) such that for some partial order 
< on V, for al lu,  v in  V, (u,v) i sanedge inE i f fu<vor  v<u.)  
The k-FM problem is obviously in NP for all k in ~r. For simplicity, we shall not 
further mention this in showing the NP-completeness of k-FM or its sub-problems. 
We first show k-FM to be NP-complete ven when GE has very simple structure. 
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Theorem 1. For every k in N, k-FM/s  NP-complete ven if  G E & bipartite and has 
degree 1. 
Proof. We reduce INDEPENDENT SET to k-FM. Let G = (V, E) and q_> 1 con- 
stitute an arbitrary instance of INDEPENDENT SET. Let m=]E I. Let 
V= { 1, 2 . . . . .  n}. We construct G'  as follows (see Fig. 1 for illustration). First, for 
each vertex i in V, let G '  contain an edge (u i, w i) and the two vertices u i and w i. 
Second, for each edge (i,j) in E, let G '  contain a 'component'  hat consists of four 
vertices ui, wi, 1.1ji, Wji, two edges (ui, Wij), (IAji, Wji), and two arcs <wi, uji> and 
< wji, uii>. We shall refer to the component that corresponds to the edge (i,j) e E as 
the (i, j)-component. Note that the two edges of a ( i , j)-component are incompatible 
with each other. Finally, for every edge (i,j) in E, let G '  contain arcs <ui, uifl, 
< Wij , Wi> , <lJj, Hji>, and < Wji , Wj> SO that edges (Hi, Wi) and (u i, wj) are incompatible 
with edges (u O, wij) and (uji, wji), respectively. 
For G'=(V ' ,E ' ,A ' )  as constructed above, it is clear that G~4,=(V',A') is 
acyclic and G~, has degree 1 (and hence is bipartite). We claim that G has an in- 
dependent set of size q or more iff G '  has a k-feasible matching of size q + m or 
more. 
Suppose/ is  an independent set of G that satisfies ]I I _q .  It is not hard to see that 
the matching 
M= {(ui, w i ) : ie I}  
U {(blij , Wij ) : i~I,  j e  I, (i,j) eE} 
U {(uij, wij): i<j, i~I , j~i I ,  ( i , j )eE}  
that contains III edges corresponding to the vertices o f / ,  and contains exactly one 
edge from each (i , j)-component, ( i , j )eE  is a k-feasible matching and satisfies 
uj i ~ w j  i 
u. .  13 W,. lJ 
IMl>_m+q. 
u. w. : 1 
1J 13 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 1. (a) (i,j)-component. (b) Subgraph corresponding to i, j in V and (i,j) in E (for Theorem 1). 
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Conversely, suppose M is a k-feasible matching in G'  with [M] _>m + q. Then M 
contains at most one edge from any (i, j)-component. Furthermore, if (i,j) is an 
edge in E such that M contains both (u i, wi) and (us, wj), then M contains no edge 
of the corresponding (i, j)-component. It is easy to see that the matching 
M'=M-{(u i ,  wi): i<j, ( i , j )eE, (ui, wi)EM, (1.1j, Wj) EM} 
U {(uij, wij):i<j, ( i , j )eE, (ui, wi)eM, (uj, wj )6M} 
that is obtained from M by substituting (u i, wi) by (uij, wij) for every ( i , j )eE with 
both (u i, wi) and (u i, wj) in M is still a k-feasible matching, and IM'I_> IMI, and 
for every ( i , j )eE, at most one of (ui, wi) and (uj, wj) is in M ' .  Hence, the subset 
I={ ie  V:(u i, wi)Em' } is an independent set of G, and, besides, I satisfies 
I I l>_lM'l-m>_lMI-m>_q. [] 
I f  the instance class of Theorem 1 is further restricted so that GA is separate, 
then k-FM is polynomially solvable for k= 1 but remains NP-complete for k> 1. 
For k = 1, k-FM becomes NP-complete again when GE has degree 2 (instead of 1). 
We state these results as theorems below. 
Theorem 2. 1-FM is polynomially solvable if GE is degree 1 (and hence bipartite) 
and GA is separate. 
Proof. We reduce our problem to INDEPENDENT SET for comparability graphs, 
which is already known to be polynomially solvable [5]. 
Let G = (UU W, E, A) be a mixed graph; GE is of degree 1 and GA is separate. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that GE contains no isolated vertex 
(thus IUI=IW]) ,  and that U={Ul, U2 ..... un}, W={wl, w2 ..... wn}, and 
E= {(ui, wi) : 1 <_i<_n}. We shall construct a comparability graph G" such that for 
any q > 0, G has a 1-feasible matching of size q iff G" has an independent set of size 
q. 
Let ei denote the edge (u i, wi)EE. Let G'=(V' ,E ' )  be the directed graph that 
has 
and 
V '= {el, e2 .. . . .  en} 
E'={(ei,  e j ) :u i~uj ,  w j~wiw.r . t .  GA}. 
That is, one has arc  (el, ej) or arc (ej, ei) in E '  iff e i and ej, as edges of G, are 
incompatible. 
G' is obviously transitive and acyclic. 
Now, let G" = (V',E") be the comparability graph obtained from G'. One readily 
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sees that (ei, ej) ~E ° iff e i and ej are incompatible. Hence, a subset Ic_ V' =E  is an 
independent set of G" iff I is a 1-feasible matching of G. [] 
Remarks on Theorem 2. Besides comparability graphs, there are other classes of 
graphs for which INDEPENDENT SET is polynomially solvable [4]. It is probably 
possible that other results of the type of Theorem 2 be obtained using similar 
techniques. 
Theorem 3. For every k > 1, k-FM remains NP-complete ven if GE is of  degree 1 
and GA is separate. 
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 4, Section 5. [] 
Theorem 4. 1-FM is NP-complete i f  GE is bipartite with degree 2 and GA is 
separate. 
Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. For a given graph G, construct a
mixed graph G' as in the proof of Theorem 1 except hat the (i,j)-component that 
corresponds to an edge (i, j) in E(G) is now as shown in Fig. 2. One may show that 
G has an independent set of size q or more iff G '  has a l-feasible matching of size 
q+[E(G)[ or more. [] 
Corollary 1. I f  the instance class of  Theorem 4 is further restricted so that GA is a 
forest, then k-FM is still NP-complete for  all k in N. 
Proof. For a given graph G, construct G '= (U 'U  W', E ' ,A ' )  as in the proof of 
Theorem 4, where U' consists of all vertices labeled u i or uij and W consists of all 
vertices labeled w i or wij. Fig. 3 illustrates the structures of G A, on U' and on W'. 
We now 'linearize' the structure of G~, on U' by embedding it into a chain. That 
u. w i 
uj ~-. wj 
(uj i ) ~ wij 
(a) uij 
(u .  i 
13 
(b) 
Fig. 2. (a) (i,j)-component. (b)Subgraph corresponding to i, y in V and (i,J) in E (for Theorem 4). 




u I u 2 u 3 u 4 
u12 u13 u14 u23 u24 u34 
(u21) (u31) (u41) (u32) (u42) (u43) 
(c) 
w I w 2 w 3 w 4 
/k/k ?k :k 
w12 w13 w14 w21 w23 w24 w31 w32 w34 w41 w42 w43 
Fig. 3. (a) A graph G. (b) The structure of G,~, on U' .  (c) The structure of G~4, on W'.  
is, we introduce new arcs between vertices of U' so that the partial ordering induced 
by the resulting graph, when restricted to U', is a linear ordering. Let 
G" = (U' U W', E', A") be the resulting graph. Note that G~, remains the same on 
W' as G~,. It is not hard to check that a matching M is 1-feasible in G'  iff it is 
1-feasible in G". Therefore, G has an independent set of size q or more iff G" has 
a k-feasible matching of size q + IE(G)[ or more. (Note by Lemma 2 that a matching 
of G" is l-feasible iff it is k-feasible.) [] 
Let G--(V, E, A) be a mixed graph. The height of G A is the length (i.e., the 
number of arcs) of a longest directed path in GA. We will occasionally refer to the 
height of GA simply as the height of G. 
Corollary 2. I f  the classes of instances of Theorems 1, 3, and 4 are further estricted 
so that Gn has height 1, then the corresponding problems remain NP-complete. 
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Proof. Observe that the graphs G' constructed in the proofs of Theorems 1, 3, 4 
all have height 1. [] 
It is known that INDEPENDENT SET remains NP-complete when restricted to 
graphs with no vertex of degree xceeding 3. From this and the proofs of Theorems 
1 and 3, one may also conclude that k-FM is NP-complete for graphs G with GA 
having degree 3. In the next theorem, we show an even stronger esult for k_>4. Un- 
fortunately, we are unable to extend the same result to the case where k<4.  
Theorem 5. k-FM/s still NP-complete for k >_ 4, even restricted to the class of graphs 
G = (V, E, A) for which GE is bipartite and GA is separate and of  degree 1. 
In order to prove Theorem 5, we utilize the NP-completeness of the following 
decision problem. 
k-PSEUDO HAMILTONIAN (k is a fixed integer) 
Instance. An undirected graph G. 
Question. Is G k-pseudo Hamiltonian, i.e., does G have a subgraph H such that 
V(H) = V(G), every vertex of H has degree 2 (hence each connected component of 
H is a cycle), and H has no cycle of length k or less? 
k-PSEUDO HAMILTONIAN is NP-complete for k_> 5 [6]. For bipartite graphs, 
we have the following proposition of which the proof is similar to the NP- 
completeness proof of HAMILTONIAN CIRCUIT as given in [4, pp. 56-60]. 
Proposition. k-PSEUDO HAMILTONIAN is NP-complete for k>8, even 
restricted to the class of  bipartite graphs. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let k_> 4 be fixed. First assume k :g oo. We reduce 2k-PSEUDO 
HAMILTONIAN for bipartite graphs to the problem concerned. 
Let G = (UU W, E) be a bipartite graph and let n = [UU W]. We may assume that 
]U] = ]W[ =n/2. (If ]U] ~]W],  then one immediately knows that G is not k-pseudo 
Hamiltonian.) We now construct a mixed graph G' such that G is 2k-pseudo 
Hamiltonian if and only if G'  has a k-feasible matching of size n or more. 
Let G '= (U'k3 W', E', A')  be a mixed graph with 
U' = {u "~, u(2): u E U}, 
W'={w "), w(2): we W}, 
E,  = {(/,/(1), w(2)), (u(2), w(l)) : (u, w) ~E}, 
A'= {(0 (2), o (1)) :oEUU W}. 
The graph G' obviously has the properties as stated in the theorem. Observe that 
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there is a natural one-to-one correspondence b tween cycles of G and (mixed) cycles 
of G'  that contain no pair of incompatible edges. For example, the cycle 
(ul, Wl, u2, w2, ul) of G corresponds to the cycle (ul 2), ut 1), wl 2), w~ 1), u2 ~2), u~ 1), 
w~ 2), wz °), ul 2)) of G' .  It is then obvious that G is 2k-pseudo Hamiltonian iff G'  has 
a k-feasible matching of size n. This completes the proof for the case k:goo. 
For k= o% one may similarly transform HAMILTONIAN PATH for bipartite 
graphs, which is NP-complete [4], to our problem. [] 
We have seen in this section that restricting the degree of G E, the degree of GA 
or the height of GA to small values does not make k-FM polynomially solvable 
(assume .~ ¢.J4~:¢). However, as we will see in the next section, restricting the 'width' 
of GA to small values does make k-FM polynomially solvable. 
4. A dynamic programming algorithm 
Let G=(V,E,A)  be a mixed graph. A subset Wof  Vis an antichain iff no two 
vertices in W are joined by a directed path in GA. The width of G A is the maximum 
size of an antichain in GA. The width of G is simply the width of GA. 
Let r be a positive integer. In this section we develop a dynamic programming 
(DP) algorithm that finds maximum k-feasible matchings for k>_r/2 on graphs 
G = (V, E, A) with GA having width less than or equal to r. The time complexity of 
the algorithm is O([ vI3(I V]/r)r), which is polynomial in IV[ as r is a constant. 
Let G=(V,E,A)  be a mixed graph. A subset Q of V is said to be a truncation 
of V if u c Q implies v ~ Q for all descendants v of u w.r.t. GA. Let Q be a trunca- 
tion of V. We denote by X(Q) the set {u~Q:u is a descendant of no vertex in Q 
(w.r.t. GA)}. And denote by G(Q) the subgraph of G induced by Q; i.e., 
G(Q)=(Q, EfqQ×Q, A fqQxQ) .  
Lemma 3. Let G = ( V, E, A) be a mixed graph, and Q a truncation of v. I f  G has 
width r, k ~ N, and k >_ r/2, then every k-feasible matching M of G(Q) has the pro- 
perty that either some vertex of X(Q) is unmatched or some edge of M has both 
endpoints in X(Q). 
Proof. Let Mbe a k-feasible matching in G(Q). Assume for contradiction that every 
vertex u in X(Q) is matched with some vertex, mate(u), which is in Q-X(Q). For 
v ~ Q-X(Q), let f (v) denote any arbitrary ancestor of v in X(Q). 
Let uo~X(Q ). For all integers i> l ,  define ui=mate(ui _1) if i is odd, and 
ui =f(ui-1) if i is even. Note that u ie X(Q) whenever i is even. Since G has width 
r, IX(Q)I <_ r. Hence there exist i, j, i<j such that ui =uj and u o, Ul ..... uj_ 1 are all 
different. It is clear that (uj, uj ~ ..... ui), together with (intermediate) vertices on 
the path from ut to ut 1, J-> t> i, t even, forms a (M, r)-cycle (and hence a (M, 2k)- 
cycle) in G(Q). This contradicts the k-feasibility of M. [] 
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Let r and k be fixed, k>_ r/2. Let G = (V, E, A) be a graph and G A have width no 
greater than r. For any Q which is a truncation of V, let S(Q) be the size of a max- 
imum k-feasible matching in G(Q). Then S(0)=0. For Q#:0, one readily sees by 




SI(Q) : 1 +max{S(Q-  {x ,y}) :x ,y~X(Q) ,  (x ,y )~E} 
(4.1) 
S2(Q) = max{S(Q-  {x}): x6X(Q)} .  
In using eq. (4.1) for computing the maximum size of k-feasible matchings (i.e., 
S(V)), one needs to enumerate all truncations Q of v in such an order that Q-  {x } 
and Q-{x ,y}  are enumerated before Q for all x, y in X(Q).  One also needs a 
scheme for easily addressing and accessing S(Q). 
Schrage and Baker [13] (also [8]) have developed procedures for enumerating and 
addressing truncations that serve our purposes. (Note a truncation is called a feasi- 
ble set in [13] and [8].) Using Schrage and Baker's enumerating and addressing 
schemes, one may check (see [8] for complexity analyses) that the above DP 
algorithm has time complexity O(M I VI3), where M is the total number of trunca- 
tions of V and I VI 3 is an upper bound on the time spent computing S(Q) using eq. 
(4.1) for one truncation Q. We claim that M_<(( IVI / r )÷ 1) r. Hence, the time com- 
plexity of our DP algorithm is O(( I VI/r)rl VI 3) if graphs G are restricted to those 
with width less than or equal to r. 
We now justify the above claim: M_<(([ VI/r)+ 1y. Let r 0 be the width of G A . 
ro<_r. By the Theorem of Dilworth [1], the vertex set V can be partitioned into 
I,'1 .. . . .  Vr0 such that each V/is a chain (in GA). It is obvious that 
M_< (I v, l+ 1)... (I Vrol + 1)--< ((I VI/r) + 1) r. 
We summarize the results of this section as a theorem. 
Theorem 6. Let k be in N and let r be a positive integer such that r<_ 2k. Then k-FM 
can be solved in polynomial time on the class o f  graphs with width bounded by r. 
If r>  2k, it is not known whether k-FM is polynomially solvable on graphs with 
width less than or equal to r. However, we have the following 
Corollary 3. Let r be a positive integer. For any k in N, k-FM is polynomially 
solvable for  the class o f  graphs G = (UU W, E, A ) fo r  which GE is bipartite, U is a 
chain in G A , and the width o f  GA is no greater than r. 
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5. Complexity structure of the k-FM family 
Assume ~@:g .~. Let ~ = {(G, q): G and q form an instance of k-FM} denote the 
set of all instances of k-FM. For any subset D of 3, define a function fn  from ~" 
to {0, 1} by fn(k )=0 if k-FM is polynomially solvable on D and fD(k) = 1 if k-FM 
is NP-complete on D. In this section, we investigate properties o f fn .  In particular, 
we show that the set of all possible fD's is equal to 2 ~, the set of all functions from 
~' to  {0,1}. 
Lemma 4. For every k, 1 <k< ~,  there & a subset D k of  ~ such that fz~(i) =O for 
i<k  and fok(i)= 1 for i>k.  
Proof. Let 1 < k< oo. Let G be any (undirected) graph with no isolated vertices. Let 
V(G) = {1, 2 ..... n} and let m = IE(G)I. We construct a mixed graph G' as follows 
(see Fig. 4). First, for each i t  V(G), G' has an edge (u i, wi) and the two vertices ui 
and w i. Second, for each ( i , j )~E(G),  i<j, G' has an '(i , j)-component' that con- 
sists of 4k vertices Uijt, Wijt, 1 <_t<_2k; 2k edges (Uijt, Wijt) , 1 <--t<-2k; and 2k arcs 
(uijt, uij, t+l) for t= 1, 3, 5 .... ,2k -  1, (wij t, wij, t+l) for t=2,4  ..... 2 (k -  1), and 
(wij, zk, Wijl). Third, for ( i , j )6E,  i<j, G' contains arcs (ui, uij2), (Wij2, Wi) , 
(Uj, Uij4) , and (Wij4, Wj). 
For any undirected graph G with no isolated vertices, let c~(G) denote the graph 
G' which is constructed as above. Let D k = {(G', r): (G', r) E ~ and G' = c~(G) for 
some G}. We claim that D k has the required property. 
We first shOWfDk(i)=O for i<k.  Let k '<k.  For any instance (G', r )~D k of k- 
FM, let G be a graph such that G' = a(G). Let m = IE(G)]. We note that m can be 
determined from G' in linear time. (In fact, m = c/(2k + 4), where c is the number 
of arcs in G'.) Let M-  { (Uijt, Wijt)" i <j, (i, j )  ~ E(G), 1 _< t < 2k}. iMI = 2km. G' has 
no (M, 2k')-cycle. By Lemma 1, M is k'-feasible. It may be checked that, since G 
has no isolated vertices, no matching of size greater than IMI is U-feasible. 
Therefore k'-FM can be answered in linear time by simply determining m and check- 
ing whether < 2km. 
We now show that fDk(i)= 1 for i>k.  Let k<k'<_oo. We show k'-FM to be 
NP-complete by showing that for a given graph G and integer q, G has an indepen- 
dent set of size q or more iff G '=a(G)  has a k'-feasible matching of size 
r = q + m (2k -  1) or more. Suppose that G has an independent set I c_ V of size q or 
more. Let M be the matching in G' that contains (ui, wi) for every ie I and that 
contains exactly 2k -  1 edges of every (i,j)-component; he only edge of the (i,j)- 
component, ( i , j )~E,  i<j  that is excluded from M is selected as follows: (i) if i t  I, 
then let (Uij2, wij2)t~.m, and (ii) if i¢I ,  then let (Uij4, wij4)g~M. I is obvious that 
[M I = II[ + (2k -  1) m >__ q + (2k-  1)m. It is not hard to check that G' has no (M, 2k')- 
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Fig. 4. (a) (i,j)-component. (b) Subgraph corresponding to i, j in V and (i,j) in E (for Lemma 4). 
cycle. Hence, by Lemma 1, M is k'-feasible. 
Conversely, suppose M is a k'-feasible matching of  size q + (2k -  l)m or more in 
G' .  For each ( i , j )eE ,  i<j,  if both (ui, wi) and (uj, wj) are in M, then delete (u i, wi) 
f rom Mand add (uij2, wij2) to M. Let M '  be the resulting set of  edges. It is not hard 
to see that M '  is still a U-feasible matching in G'  and JM'I---IMI. Moreover, for 
every ( i , j )eE ,  (Ui, Wi) and (uj, wj) are not both in M ' .  Hence, the set 
I=  {i: (ui, wi) eM'}  c_ Vis an independent set in G. As for the size of  I, one readily 
sees that ]I I _> [M' I - (2k -  1)m_> q, since M '  contains at most (2k -  1) edges of  an 
( i , j ) -component.  This completes the proof. [] 
Lemma 5. For every kelV, there is a subset B k o f  ~/ such that fB~(i)= 1 for  i=k  
and fBy)=O for  all i eN ,  iCk.  
Proof.  Throughout his proof, we denote by Ck the component as shown in Fig. 
4(a), having 4k vertices, 2k edges, and 2k arcs. Denote by u, w the endpoints of  one 
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edge of C k (say ui]], Wijl). Note that every set of edges of C k is a k'-feasible mat- 
ching for k '  < k, and that a set F of edges of Ck is a k'-feasible matching for k'  _> k 
iff at least one edges of C k is excluded from F. 
We consider three cases: 1 <k<cQ,  k= 1, and k=oo.  
Case 1. Let l<k<oo.  Let Dk be defined as in the proof of Lemma 4. Let 
(G', q )cD k. We construct the (mixed) graph G" containing G'  as an induced 
subgraph as follows. For each edge (x,y) in G' we attach a copy of Ck--] to (x,y) 
by making vertices u, w and edge (u, w) of Ck+ ~ equal respectively to vertices x, y 
and edge (x,y) of G' .  
In light of the comments in the first paragraph of this proof, it is not hard to 
check that 
(a) The matching M=E(G") -E (G ' )  is a maximum k'-feasible matching for all 
k '>k ,  and 
(b) For k '<  k, there is a natural one-to-one correspondence b tween maximal k ' -  
feasible matchings M '  of G'  and maximal k'-feasible matchings M" of G"; this cor- 
respondence pairs M '  with M" =M'U (E(G") -E(G' ) ) .  (Note that a maximal k ' -  
feasible matching in G" must contain E(G") -E (G ' ) . )  
For (G', q )eD k, let fl(G') denote the graph G" which is constructed from G'  as 
above. Let 
B k = {(G", r): (G", r) ~ 2 and G" =fl(ot(G)) for some G}. 
For k' > k, k ' -FM is of polynomial complexity on B k, by (a). For k '  = k, k' -FM is 
NP-complete on B k, by (b) and Lemma 4. For k'  < k, k' -FM is of polynomial com- 
plexity on B k, by (b) and Lemma 4. Hence, B k has the property as required. 
Case 2. Define B l as follows. For any mixed graph G, construct G" directly from 
G in the same way (using C2) as we constructed G" from G'  in Case 1. Let B 1 be 
the set of all (G", r) where G" is so obtained and r>0.  Then on B], 1-FM is NP- 
complete and k'-FM, k '>  1 is polynomially solvable. 
Case 3. Define Boo as follows. For 1 < k< 0% let D k be defined as in the proof of 
Lemma 4. Let A k = {(G', r) ~ Dk: G' is constructed from G, IV(G) l < k}. Note that 
if (G ' , r )~A k, then G' has at most p(k)=4k  3+2k vertices. Let 
Boo= U{Ak: 1 <k< co}. We note that given an instance (G', r) in Boo, it is possible 
to determine in linear time the value k for which G'  is in A k. Hence for an ar- 
bitrary but fixed integer k' ,  1 _< k'  < 0% k' -FM restricted to U {Ak : 1 < k___ k'} can 
be solved in O(2 p(k')) (i.e., O(1), since k '  is a constant) time even using a brute 
force method; and k ' -FM restricted to ~{Ak:k '<k<o~ } can be solved in 
polynomial time, by Lemma 4. Hence, fB=(k')=O, l_<k'<oo. It is obvious that 
oo-FM remains NP-complete on Boo. Hence fB=(¢o) = 1. [] 
We are now able to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 7. {fD:D is a subset of  ~} =2 ~. 
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Proof .  For  any funct ion  g in 2 ~, let S= { i6N:g( i )=  l}. I f  S :g0 ,  let 
D = [..J {Bk : k 6 S},  where B k is the B k o f  Lemma 5. G iven  an instance (G' ,  r) in D,  
it is possible to determine in l inear t ime the value k for  which (G' ,  r) is in B k. Then 
by Lemma 5, fD( i )= 1 i f f  i tS .  The case in which S=0 can be easily handled;  one 
just  lets D consist  o f  a single s imple instance. [] 
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